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Matthew Nelson is on the right, Lucas Coles is on the left

Lucas Coles is currently
attending Ivey Business
School at Western
University. His passion for
investing started in 2020,
when he founded Canada
Stocks, the largest
platform we operate with
over 35,000 real
Canadian investors.

Matthew Nelson is
currently attending Smith
School of Business at
Queen's University.
Matthew's passion for
investing started in 2020,
when he started
interviewing and writing
articles about various
people in the Vancouver
business scene.
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Who We Are
Reflex Media



Why Choose Reflex Media

Reflex Media has our own in-house
platforms that we've created
ourselves. Meaning we don't have to
pay outside sources for social media
marketing and promotion, giving us an
incredibly strong advantage against
other media companies that rely on
outside sources for their customers.
For this reason, we are able to offer
more affordable services.

Cost Advantage

Reflex Media

Although we do have strong in-house
networks that we rely on. We have
relationships with some of the largest
platforms in the media space. We are
able to get features on sites such as
the Financial Times, The Toronto Sun,
Kitco and many more. As well, we have
various connections in the social media
space including Gold Telegraph.

Outside Connections

We don't have the same experience as
larger media companies but we think
of that as an advantage. The media
landscape is changing rapidly every
year. To have a new youthful approach
is refreshing, not overused and allows
us to be creative compared to other
media companies.

Youthful Perspective



In-House 
Platforms Canada Stocks is the largest 

page on Instagram and 
TikTok that is solely 
focused on Canadian 
securities. With an over 30k 
network, Canada Stocks has built 
up an elite network of young Canadian 
retail investors.
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TSX Penny Stocks is also an Instagram and TikTok page that focuses
on Canadian securities. The smaller of our two social media
communities, TSX Penny Stocks has a tight niche network of investors
who are solely looking for Canadian penny stocks.

Behind Success is a podcast hosted by Matthew Nelson, one of
Reflex's managing partners. Behind Success tells the stories of various
business icons and leaders that Matthew finds interesting.
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Reflex Media

Instagram
24,000

TikTok
16,700

Twitter
12,000

Facebook
2,600

Our audience is young
solely Canadian retail
Investors (over 66% of our
audience being under age
34) who follow our pages
to find Canada's next best
investment opportunity.



Elite Media Access Benzinga

Ceo.ca

Gold Telegraph
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Reflex Media

Kitco

Post Media
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Reflex Media has made
connections with some of the
largest media outlets in Canada and
now we have the option to post our
clients content on their platforms.

Kitco is the leading online
platform for gold/resource
investors in North America.

Post Media is one of the
largest media outlets In
Canada with networks such
as Financial Post, Toronto
Sun and National Post under
their umbrella.

Benzinga is one of the
largest financial networks
in North America with
audiences all over Canada
and the U.S.

Ceo.ca is a niche community that
holds a heavy influence for junior
resource investors.

Gold Telegraph is a
massive twitter page and
newsletter that highlights
macro trends and content
about various resources.



Some Statistics
Social Media Marketing

1.

2.

Canada Stocks and 
TSX Penny Stocks

Gold Telegraph

1,100,000 Monthly Impressions
From Instagram and TikTok

Editorial

25,000,000 - 100,000,000
Monthly Impressions From Twitter

1.

3.

Kitco

Benzinga

83,800,000 Monthly
Impressions From Website

45,000,000 Monthly Impressions
From Website

4. CEO.ca
98,000,000 Users,
18,000,000 Monthly
Impressions From
Website

2. Post Media
500M+ Monthly
Impressions From
Various Websites



Our Specializations
01 Social Media Marketing

With years of experience building
investing themed social media
platforms, we know what types of
posts will drive your company's
profile the furthest.

02 Social Media Content
We have experience forming all
sorts of content, from video clips
to bit-sized articles. We use our
library of personal experience to
shape and build the best content
for your company's platforms.

03 News Release Distribution
With our two platforms and video
editing skills, we create content
that gets news releases out there
and makes it assessable for
everyone to view.

Editorial
With our various editorial
connections and years of
experience crafting company
articles, we can ensure your
company's message is delivered as
clearly as possible and to the exact
audiences you want to reach. 

05 Video Creation
Videos summing up news releases,
company trailers, company short
films and more. Through our
various connections in the space
and our expertise, we have the
tools to amplify your company's
message with video content.

06 Interviews
One of our co-founders, Matthew
Nelson has been interviewing guests for
his podcast, Behind Success for years.
With our experience and platforms, we
can conduct interviews that allow
viewers to get a positive in-depth view
of the company.
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How It Works
How It Works
Every month, there are multiple
services that are guaranteed and
other services that you can have as an
add on. For each month, we are given
$3000 to improve your company's
awaraness. $1500 of the $3000 will
be spent on marketing associated
costs. Meaning each month, the
company will be able to decide where
the $1500 is best spent and we will
execute on that wish.

Reflex's Monthly Media Package: $3000
Guaranteed Monthly

75k social media campaign across our
networks
Company content creation
News release distribution across our
networks
Video updates for every news release
uploaded to the company's youtube
channel

Every month there are services that we
offer that are guaranteed and will happen
month-over-month. These services are:

Add On Options

Editorial feature on ceo.ca,
Behzinga, Kitco or Equity Guru
Extra social media awareness
Interview/podcast features
Newsletter features
Youtube video features
Anything you wish

The $1500 budget associated with
direct marketing costs can be spend
on any one of these add ons
throughout the month:



Example Of What 1
Month Looks Like

Social Media
Campaign

3 custom designed
social media posts

At least 1 post to each
one of our platforms

Estimated 75,000
impressions

Company Social
Media Content

Design custom social
media content for the

company that will
amplify their pages
Could be anything
from video clips to

twitter threads.

News Release
Distribution

Company comes out with a
news release

5 minute CEO interview to
highlight the news release

and post to company
youtube platform

Distribution of news release +
news release video clips for

your platforms

Editorial on
Financial Post

600 word article
written and posted to

Financial Post.
Written by Matthew

Nelson and edited by
the Reflex team
Highlighted and

boosted in front pages
of the Financial Post

Jan 1st

News Release
Distribution

Company Social
Media Content

Jan 5th Jan 10th Jan 15th Jan 20th Jan 30th

Company comes out with a
news release

5 minute CEO interview to
highlight the news release

and post to company
youtube platform

Distribution of news release
+ news release video clips for

your platforms

Design custom social
media content for the

company that we
think will amplify

their pages
Could be anything
from video clips to

twitter threads.



Thank You
Matthew Nelson
Managing Partner

matthewrandallnelson@gmail
.com

604-655-2645

reflexmedia.ca to learn more! We'd love to hear from you!

Lucas Coles
Managing Partner

lucasjcoles@gmail.com
778-990-5527

http://reflexmedia.ca/

